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There is a possibility that sixteen new missionaries will be sent out during 1955. With the exception of the New Guinea workers, they will all
replace missionaries who are leaving the fields
either because of illness or retirement. The list
is as follows:
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Knox............. New Guinea
Rev. and Mrs. Foy Bullock........................... Africa

Rev. and Mrs. Maurice Hall ..........................Africa
Rev. and Mrs. Elward Green. Cuba or Guatemala
Rev. and Mrs. Frank VanDevelder. . .Guatemala
(To be selected) ...................................... New Guinea
Miss Juanita Pate, R.N....................................... Africa
Miss Marjorie Peel.............................................. Africa
Miss Ruth Miller .................General Appointment
Miss Mary Elverd, R.N. ..General Appointment
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Rev.
Rev.
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

and Mrs. Lawrence Bryant, Guatemala
Cyril Blarney, Transvaal, South Africa
Miriam Evans, Swaziland, South Africa
Abigail Hewson, Transvaal, South Africa
Sylvia Oiness, Swaziland, South Africa
Bertha Parker, Swaziland, South Africa

Miss Lydia Wilke, Cape Verde Islands
Rev. and Mrs. Doyle Shepherd, Japan
Rev. and Mrs. Robert Wellmon, Nicaragua
Rev. and Mrs. Spurgeon Hendrix, Argentina
Rev. and Mrs. Eric Courtney Smith, Transvaal.
South Africa
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Rev. and Mrs. David Hynd, Swaziland, South
Africa, January
Rev. and Mrs. H. K. Bedwell, Swaziland, South
Africa, January
Miss Kathyren Dixofi, Transvaal, South Africa,
August
Miss Joan Bradshaw, Transvaal, South Africa,
February
Miss Mary Cooper, Portuguese East Africa, in
definite date
Miss Dorothy Davis, Swaziland, South Africa, in
definite date
Miss Ruth Dech, British Honduras, July

Miss Tabitha Evans, Transvaal, South Africa, in
definite date
Miss Juanita Gardner, Swaziland, South Africa,
indefinite date
Dr. Samuel Hynd, Swaziland, South Africa, in
definite date
Miss Irene Jester, Swaziland, South Africa, in
definite date
Miss Hazel Pass, Transvaal, South Africa, April
Rev. and Mrs. G. H. Pope, Transvaal, South
Africa, indefinite date
Rev. and Mrs. C. G. Rudeen, Nicaragua, June
Miss Nellie Storey, Swaziland, South Africa, June

^etirin^ in 1955

Rev. and Mrs. H. C. Best, Transvaal, South
Africa, April

Rev. and Mrs. C. Hapgood Strickland. Transvaal,
South Africa, April
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XZesterday I talked with a very successful pas- ices, and they too are happy over the scope of the
tor. He has preached for thirty years in the program.
Midwest, and is so well liked by his members that
I soon discovered that the pastor had been
only recently one of them reminded him of reading about a missionary-minded church—a
Brother Tidwell’s long tenure at Chattanooga, church so burdened for the spiritual needs of the
Tennessee, and suggested that it might be a good world that the board refused to erect a new build
ing because they could not
idea for this pastor, also, to re
spare the money, even though
main with his present church
DEPARTMENT ACTION
"Feeling that the Easter and
their crowds necessitated larger
until the close of his ministry.
Thanksgiving offerings are increas
facilities.
This pastor’s church joined
ing in interest and momentum, for
That church celebrated its
which we are grateful, and knowing
the ranks of the tithing
that these offerings are vital as in
one hundredth anniversary dur
churches several years ago. Inspirational expressions of our people,
ing 1954. Many people wanted
addition to a constant flow of
but realizing the urgent need of
strengthening regular monthly in
to know why a new church had
missionary dollars through the
come, we recommend that each
not been built, since the crowds
well-established channels of the
local church now sending a TITHE
often overflowed the present
General Budget—Prayer and
OF THE REGULAR TITHE OFFER
INGS be commended, and that other
auditorium. This was the an
Fasting, missionary dues, birth
churches be urged to tithe the regu
swer of the board: “The church
day
offerings,
Easter
and
lar tithe offerings into the General
cannot afford it. With its near
Thanksgiving
offerings — the
Budget as a vital part of their 10 per
cent giving for world evangelism."
ly 350 missionaries to support,
church board had voted to send
NOTE: Taken from the minutes of the De
it must concentrate on the re
a tithe of the regular tithe
partment of Foreign Missions
gions beyond, and be satisfied
offerings as a part of their total
with an auditorium that was built one hundred
“10 per cent for world evangelism” giving.
years ago.”
Is it a 10 per cent church?
The statement of Bernhard Borgen immediately
Definitely so! It could hardly have failed, un
less the regular channels had suffered from neg comes to mind: “It is easier to build a beautiful
lect. To add the tithe of regular tithes produces a church than to be one.”
substantial increase in missionary giving.
While it is possible to be a 10 per cent for world
Have other worth-while interests of the church evangelism church without tithing the tithes, by
substantial giving through regular channels of the
suffered?
The pastor indicated that the monthly balances General Budget and missions specials, the whole
in their church treasury have steadily increased. some effect of tithing the tithes will stimulate the
entire tithing program of the church.

The people have responded to his appeal that all
their tithes be placed in the offering plates with
out designating where the money is to go. He
assured them that a tithe of their tithes would go

This year our mission fields requested $400,000.00 beyond the amount the board was able to
provide. All of the requests were reasonable.

directly to headquarters for world evangelism.
More regular tithers and fewer who “split their
tithe” was the practical result.
This pastor was enthusiastic. All other church
budgets were paid and the thrill of missions had
gripped his people. Only recently, four new
couples have started attending the church serv

They were not extravagant. When they can erect
chapels for five to eight hundred dollars and
church auditoriums for a few thousand, can there
be anything except praise from the homeland?
There are urgent needs which cannot be supplied
on present income.
The appeal of our Department of Foreign Mis-
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What would you do if you saw an armed stran
ger in camp? There stood a man with his death
dealing sword unsheathed and ready for trouble.
Most of us would flee from such a scene. Many
a military leader would send someone else to
investigate. Not Joshua. God had made him
fearless.
Joshua, the man of God, leader of Israel, had
but one question to ask. The one thing of conse
quence to him was being on the Lord’s side. So
the question came naturally—“Art thou for us, or
for our adversaries?”
Oh, that God will keep me fearless and yet
humble! I have known Christians who feared
the devil but Jesus said, “Rather fear him which
is able to destroy both soul and body in hell.”
I have known ministers who were afraid of their
church boards. I have seen soldiers afraid of
battle. I have known missionaries who were
fearful. I too have experienced moments of fear.
And by experience I know, too, that God can
deliver us from fear.
But humility is no less important. When Joshua
found that he was dealing with “the captain of
the Lord’s host,” he fell on his face and worshiped.
He loosed his shoes from off his feet and asked
for instructions from heaven. A man who re
ceives instructions from heaven has no cause to
fear the things of this earth.—Earl Hunter,
Bolivia.

COMING SOON
. . . and now

sions for 1955 is that “other churches be urged to
tithe the regular tithe offerings into the General
Budget.”
Join the ranks now. Tithe the tithes, and see
how God will bless your church.

NEW GUINEA
By Hardy C. Powers
Senior General Superintendent,
Church of the Nazarene

In answer to the many inquiries—yes, Dr. Powers is
writing a book about his recent trip to and survey of
New Guinea. It will be included in the 1955-56 Mission
ary Reading Course.

. . . Joshua was by Jerico . . . he lifted up his
eyes and looked, and, behold, there stood a man
over against him with his sword drawn in his
hand: and Joshua went unto him, and said unto
him, Art thou for us, or for our adversaries?
(Josh. 5:13).
At the beginning of Joshua’s leadership God
had instructed him to be very courageous and
unafraid. Whether or not Joshua was by nature
a fearless person we do not know. But from the
text above we see clearly that there is now no
fear in the man—except the proper fear of God.
2
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has always been a place for doctors and
nurses on our mission fields. In traveling about
I have had glimpses of the suffering among under
privileged peoples. Latin America has few doctors
and nurses. Many thousands die every year for
lack of medical attention. And in many cases, a
good nurse could easily have met the need.
here

T

Among the poor people of the outlying districts
the need is heartbreaking. There are a few hos
pitals, doctors, and nurses in the cities, though even
here many cannot avail themselves of medical care
because of the fees demanded. But there are many
towns across these countries—towns of a thousand
people or more—without a single doctor, nurse, or
dentist to help the sick.

In an effort to meet this tremendous physical need
in the areas where our missionaries are working, we
have sent nurses to establish simple clinics or dis
pensaries. This has been done in Guatemala, Nica
ragua, and British Honduras—the latter also having
a doctor, now that Dr. Quentin Howard has just gone
to the field. It is necessary to have two nurses on a
field, so that when one furloughs, the other can be
on duty. Joyce Blair and Lois Santo are in British
Honduras, Lesper Heflin and Olvette Culley in Nica
ragua, and Margaret Birchard and Evelyn VerHoek
in Guatemala. It would be difficult, indeed, to try
to say which, if any, is the best from these six con
secrated, efficient young ladies. All have good re
ligion, all are skilled, and all are hard workers. The
demand for their services is so great that many times
they live on the borderline of a physical breakdown.
The cost of this type of missionary work is small
when one considers the blessing it is to the needy
people of these countries. We must also remember
the part that such service plays in helping our mis
sionaries contact the people, breaking down preju
dices and opening homes to gospel witnesses in a way
that nothing else could do.

These skilled nurses receive a regular missionary’s
salary, and may receive an allowance of three to five
hundred a year for the extra expense of medicines
and supplies. This allowance, with the small fees
paid by those patients who are able, must take care
of our medical work.
Our nurses are certainly kept busy. Many times
they work far into the night, and it is common to
hear a rap at the door at the first sign of daylight.
Someone is sick and friends want the nurse to get
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on her horse or into
to minister to him.
eight o’clock in the
is on call any time

merica

her jeep and travel several miles
The nurse’s hours are not from
morning until five at night; she
day or night that she is needed.

At Benque Viejo one morning, I asked Nurse Santo
whether she had had a good rrfght’s rest. She said it
had been very late when she retired. In Nicaragua,
the two nurses told me that during the month of
November they treated over nine hundred patients—
an average of four an hour, eight hours a day, seven
days a week, if they had come that regularly, which
of course they didn’t. Instead, it meant many nights
of broken sleep, many early morning and late night
trips into the country over rough, and often almost
impassable, roads to reach the sick.
In Guatemala, Margaret Birchard accompanied her
husband to the outstation of El Choi. For three days
Brother Birchard preached to the people. During
those three days Sister Birchard prescribed for the
ills of the people, and as a side line pulled 146 teeth.

Recently, while visiting at the Birchard home in
Salama, Guatemala, I saw a woman bring in her
little girl for treatment for an infected eye. They
had walked from San Jeronimo, a distance of nine
miles. Sister Birchard treated the eye, gave the
mother some medicine to apply, and assured her
that in four or five days the eye would be normal
again. The same morning a man walked fifteen
miles to make an appointment for his wife, who was
suffering from neuralgia caused by several abscessed
teeth. That little woman walked fifteen miles to
have her teeth extracted, and without doubt walked
back to her home the same day.

From our acts of medical mercy, we get results.
This ministry is an untold blessing to these needy
people. It makes friends for the Church of the Naza
reno. The patients who receive sympathetic skilled
treatment, whether they can pay or not, will have
a warm place in their hearts for our Nazareno mis
sionaries. Gospel tracts placed in their hands will be
read with interest. Medical treatment is an opening
wedge into the hearts, homes, and lives of the people.
It overcomes fear, ignorance, and prejudice. It gives
us an open door for preaching the gospel to many
who could never be reached any other way. May
the Lord bless our nurses who are doing outstanding
work in meeting a real need! Surely, they shall
receive their reward.

Pray for them, and pray for them by name.
3
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Name the new missionaries who were ap
pointed or assigned to specific fields in Jan
uary.
2.
Who pulled 146 teeth in 3 days?
3. Tell about the mission field that is a better
than 10 per cent distrist.
4. Who was the evangelist on S. Antao?
Where was he converted?
5. Name two people who were called to be
missionaries because someone did some per
sonal visitation work.
6. What happens to the snakes and the scor
pions when it rains?
7.
Who is Rebecca?
8.
How can we feed hungry souls?
9.
Describe the homes in British Honduras.
10.
What is a “revive preacher”?

1.

Sell all that thou hast, . . . and come, follow me
(Luke 18:22).
Sacrifice or privilege? These are key words
in the life of the Christian. Much has been said
about sacrificial giving. Maybe we should empha
size more the theme of “privilege giving.’’
When we were getting ready to leave for the
mission field some asked, “Why are you making
the sacrifice of leaving home, parents, and coun
try?” It was difficult for us to understand what
they meant, for we were looking forward to the
privilege, not of leaving home, but of doing God’s
will by following Christ. We may follow and give
until it may seem to others to be a sacrifice, but
we should always feel it a privilege to take ad
vantage of the many opportunities for Christian
service.
The privileges of the Christian are numerous:
the supporting of a man of God to represent
Christ in the community: taking an active part
in evangelistic campaigns to win lost men to
Christ; helping to spread the gospel from one’s
immediate community to other parts of the city
and state by giving to the district home-missions
program; the distribution of holiness literature;
and the supporting of the world-wide missionary
program of the church.
How many of these opportunities have you
taken advantage of lately? When our sacrificial
giving becomes a privilege, then we can be as
sured that God is pleased with our gift.—James
Hudson, Guatemala.

JSelieve in the LjoodneSS of

PRAY

for the new missionaries under appoint
ment. They will be leaving for the field
in a few weeks or months and they will
appreciate your prayers.
See list on
inside front cover.

PRAY

for older missionaries returning to the
field, and those who are transferring to
other fields to relieve the needs there.
There will be adjustments to make and
new problems to solve. They need God’s
help, too.

PRAY

for Guanimar in Cuba. There have been
wonderful revival outpourings there in
the past few months. The work is grow
ing rapidly, souls are being saved by the
scores, and converts going out to win
others. Pray that God will continue to
extend the Kingdom in this area, until it
will reach all of Cuba.

PRAY

for our Mexican Christians. There has
been severe persecution in some areas
recently. People are being imprisoned,
beaten, tortured, and driven from their
homes. God is able to intervene and
help them, if we will pray.

I had fainted, unless I had believed to see the
goodness of the Lord in the land of the living
(Ps. 27:13).
I was in Scotland, preparing to sail to Africa,
with the war raging. Traveling on the sea was
very dangerous, but I couldn’t seem to be afraid,
for God filled me with confidence in Him. We
traveled with dangers around us, narrowly es
caping an enemy raider. But even though we had
to go two days off our course to get away from
the enemy, God fulfilled all the trust we put in
Him. We arrived safely in South Africa.—Mar
garet Latta, Africa.
4
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"you CAN IMAGINE the
thrill we received
as our TACA airliner
landed in Belize on the
morning of June first
after a four-hour flight
from New Orleans!
Before we came down,
we had viewed the ir
regular coast line and
the jungle with min
gled feelings, but our
excitement mounted
as we actually stepped
onto the ground and into the moist, warm atmos
phere of British Honduras. Rev. Leonard York
welcomed us and took us to the mission house in
Belize, where we stayed for almost a week.

beautiful.
We live
just a half block from
it and can see it from
our kitchen window.
Our work is varied
and interesting. The
Bible college opened
early in July, and
both of us teach every
morning. Classes be
gin at seven-thirty and
continue until noon.
After lunch the stu
dents work every aft
ernoon to help pay their tuition. The young peo
ple are full of fun, but are intelligent and eager
to learn to be good Christian workers. Nine
students are enrolled this semester.

We were excited, too, about our first trip over
the eighty-mile road from Belize to our new home
in Benque Viejo. Much of the road is paved and
in quite good condition, but the last ten miles
from El Cayo to Benque is filled with bumps and
ruts. The tropical scenery along the road is ex
tremely beautiful. The jungle here is dense and
quite low, with coconut palms and other tall trees
mingled in with the bush.

We also have been pastoring the English-speak
ing church in El Cayo, ten miles away. Two trips
on Sunday and one on Wednesday night are quite
tiring, but we love the people and have been able
to see the Sunday school grow since we came.
Just to hear the people sing and pray and testify
lifts our hearts and makes the trip worth-while.

Our town of Benque Viejo is surrounded by
low hills covered by the inevitable green of jungle
growth. On one hill, silhouetted sharply and
squarely against the sky, is the partially exca
vated ruin of an ancient Mayan civilization, which
is being studied and interpreted by professors
from the University of Pennsylvania. Many of
the pure Mayan descendants in this area are now
Christians and staunch Nazarenes. Most of the
fifteen hundred people living in Benque are
Spanish and Indian, but there are several Creole
families also.
The predominant language is
Spanish, although the Creole people speak Eng
lish. and English is taught in the schools.
Most of the homes in the villages in this area are
constructed of upright poles bound together, plas
tered with white mud, and thatch-roofed. How
ever, lots of the people live in frame houses with
corrugated roofs and wood or cement floors.
Ours is like this. Our river here, the Mopaw, is
wide. deep, almost green in color, and very, very
March, 1955

Much of the construction work will be ours to
do. Several new buildings and remodeling jobs
at a time. We have started on one building in El
Cayo and are directing the workmen now.
Then we are going to school, too. Ruth Dech,
the other member of our Bible school faculty,
conducts a class in Spanish for us new mis
sionaries. We are eager to learn, since our use
fulness will be much increased when be become
fluent in Spanish.

We are contended here in British Honduras,
already. We lack for nothing that we need. The
boys and we are well and happy. Our main de
sire is that the vision and the purpose of our
coming will not fade among the everyday things
that we do each day. The people in this country
are poverty-stricken materially, physically, mor
ally, and spiritually. But we have seen that the
riches of God’s grace transforms lives miracu
lously as they meet our Lord. You must not for
get to pray for us and for our people. We think
of you often as we go about our work.
5

the Church of the Nazarene ever be active, lively,
and vigorous. May the Japan Nazarene set high

values on learning God’s will for the church. May

T TlS WILL, NOT MINE?”

A
Sitting on the floor in the tower of the
Kumamoto Church of the Nazarene was Brother
Isayama, our beloved Japanese elder. He had trav
eled a thousand miles to the southern island of
Kyushu to sit by the side of one of the most faithful
pastors Japan has ever had. Pastor Kuboki, who
had been moved to the church tower during a recent
flood, greeted his visitor warmly, unaware that the
man had come to bury him.

Pastor Kuboki had cancer of the stomach but did
not know it. Everyone else knew but him. Who
was to tell him? The doctor had said that his con
dition was so grave that he feared the news might
break his will to live. Yet his family felt that he
had a right to know that the end was near. At last,

the church ever be a revival church, and fight the
good fight of faith. It is the way that begins with
the cross of Calvary and ends in the glorious resur
rection. I am now ready to go. Don't weep for me:
my mission reaches to heaven. When you want to see
your father, read Philippians."

Pastor Kuboki lived just twenty-four hours. While
his wife was sitting by his side, and his son was
taking his father’s place leading the Sunday evening
service, the godly pastor slipped quietly away to be
with his Lord.
We were all sad to have him go, but rejoiced at
such a wonderful crossing over. The influence of
this great holiness preacher will live on and on.

they requested Brother Isayama, one of the oldest
pastors on the Japan mission field, to break the
news to him.
Today, Mr. Isayama had come, and now sat by his
side. They talked of things concerning the family—
the five children growing up in the Church of the
Nazarene, and the faithful wife. Then they talked
of things eternal. The moment had come to speak
those painful words. With inner trembling, Mr.

Isayama cleared his throat and said: “Brother Ku
boki, I have come to tell you that the doctors feel
they have done all they can for you. Unless God
helps, you cannot get well.” He stopped, not
knowing how to continue.
In a clear, calm voice. Pastor Kuboki instantly re
sponded. “I obey His will, willingly.” Then he con
tinued, “The road of Jesus Christ is the most glorious
road, and to follow Him is the most glorious way. I
march on to the goal.”
He called his family about him as he lay on his
cold, hard pallet on the floor, and addressed each
one. starting with his wife. “Mother." he said, “I
want to go to heaven quickly, without more pain.
Don’t be sorrowful, for my mission is now in heaven.
Pray for me. The words of God that fill my mind
just now are these, ‘God forbid that 1 should glory,
save in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ.’ ”
He gave words of counsel and advice for the
future to his children, one by one. Turning in the
direction of his eldest son, as the boy was kneeling
by his side, he said: “Tsuyoshi. I hope you will
always keep dear to your heart the spirit of the
great Nazarene. and become a messenger of the
gospel. Consult on all matters concerning your fu
ture with Pastor Isayama and Dr. Eckel.”

God also spoke to that young man that day. saying,
“But watch thou in all tilings, endure afflictions, do
the work of an evangelist, make full proof of thy
ministry.”
Then, the sick man’s voice rose to the pitch of one
who sees beyond the toils of the present world: “May
6
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The lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places;
yea, I have a goodly heritage (Ps. 16:5-8).

When I came to Gutitemala as a missionary, one
of the first things that I learned to appreciate
was the fact that I was born in a Christian coun
try. I feel, like David, that “the lines are fallen
unto me in pleasant places ... I have a goodly
heritage. ” A few months ago I stood in a railway
express car looking down upon the pitiful form
of an insane Indian woman. She was tied like
an animal to a make-shift limb chair; her hair
was disheveled and dirty; she rolled from one
side to another in her uncomfortable chair, moan
ing and crying. I noticed a running sore on her
leg that was swarming with flies and gnats, but
no one seemed to care. While her barefooted
son was looking for a way to get her to Coban,
the woman died. I shall never forget the sight
at a little jungle station where the train jolted to
a stop. The Indian boy walked with his dead
mother, still tied to the limb chair, on his back.
He disappeared down the tracks with the heavy
load on his back and a heavier load on his heart.
He perhaps buried her somewhere out in the
jungle and placed a wooden cross over her grave.
No beautiful mortuary, no fine casket, no hearse
—no preacher, no sermon, no song! My heart
cried for that boy! I prayed for him. Then I
lifted up my heart in gratitude to God, for the
only difference between that young man and
myself was heritage—his was heathen: mine was
Christian! Yea, I have had a goodly heritage. —

William C. Vaughters, Guatemala.
The Other Sheep
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'T'he fragrance of hundreds of broken Alabaster
-*■ boxes has reached Korea, establishing a Naza
rene Bible Training School there.

Since its organization in 1948, the Church of
the Nazarene in Korea has seen the need of an
institution where national workers could be
trained lor a Nazarene ministry. In January of
1953. the General Board allocated funds for such
a school from Alabaster offerings.
The news of the possibility of a Bible training
school lor their field greatly encouraged the
Korean Nazarenes. Returning to the field in
February of 1954. Rev. Robert Chung, district
superintendent, began looking for property.
Buildings were very scarce in this war-torn land,
and it took much searching before he finally
located an excellent property just across the
street from his own home in Seoul. A main
building, constructed of brick and stucco, houses
the district office, the school office, a classroom,
and the chapel. In the upper story of this eight
room building an apartment has been provided
for the missionaries. Another building, a Korean-style house, has been converted into a dor
mitory, kitchen, and dining hall for the students.
The fall term opened with twenty-two students
enrolled. Eight of these are our Nazarene pastors.
Some of them travel sixty miles from their pas
torates in order to attend the weekday classes.

Students preparing firewood for winter

March. 1955

Main building. Our missionaries live on the second floor.

During the first week of school, an opening
convention was held with great spiritual blessing.
Several of the younger students, along with sev
eral townspeople, received definite help during
those revival services.
Don and Adeline Owens do the teaching and
administrative work for the school, with an ad
visory board made up of pastors. The courses for
the first term are on the doctrine of holiness, the
Old Testament, the Book of Acts, Christian doc
trines, sermon preparation, the history and polity
of the Church of the Nazarene, evangelism, and
English.
Fifty per cent of the cost of room and board is
assumed by the students themselves.
In the class on evangelism, the necessity of re
vivals in the local church was stressed. One
student-pastor returned from a week end at his
pastorate with the report that he was a “revive
preacher" now. He had preached an evangelistic
message to his congregation and had given an
altar call, and eight people responded.
We are praying that God will give us more
"revive preachers" from our student body.
The profound conviction to live for Christ has
been made very real to many of our students by
the late war. Some providentially escaped Com
munist execution, now to prepare to preach the
unsearchable riches of Christ.
Please pray for our school, that this investment
of Alabaster funds may be converted into holy,
zealous workers, who will go out to win many
souls in this land.
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assembly of the Bolivian Missionary Dis
I ’He second annual assembly of the British Guiana
trict was the best ever. On Wednesday, November
Mission District of the Church of the Nazarene was
10, the young people held a rally and that night therenela at the Queenstown Church in Georgetown, Novem
were two sermons—one by the young people’s special
ber 10 and 11, with District Superintendent Donald K.
speaker and one by the assembly evangelist.
Ault presiding, and Rev. Prescott L. Beals, veteran mis
The customary early morning prayer meetings were
sionary to India, as the special speaker. Brother Beals’s
called for and emphatically announced for six o’clock,
ministry in the assembly was greatly appreciated by both
the missionaries and the nationals, and his helpful words
and at six the prayer meeting had ended with over two
of advice will long be remembered.
hundred present. It was so each morning.
Although the British Guiana District is very young
But as usual by four o’clock there was a crowd gathered,
organizationally, much progress has been made. We
Meals were cooked over open fires in half gasoline
feel that a great deal of credit goes to Brother Ault, who
drums. The local church of Alto La Paz did a splendid
has labored so unceasingly among our people.
job of feeding the assembly. On the closing Sunday they
fed nearly five hundred people at noon, and all at local
British Guiana now has a staff of four missionaries,
expense.
five full-time national pastors, and two part-time na
tional workers. Much credit should1 be given to our
This year there were forty-three members present and
fine group of national workers. We praise the Lord
voting in the assembly. This is the third year that they
for these consecrated men and their families.
have participated in committee work and they are show
ing splendid aptitude at it. Five young men were given
We have 4 organized churches, 6 additional preaching
district ministers’ licenses. It begins to look as though
points, and 26 Sunday schools. We also have a Sundaysomeday we shall have some ordained men.
school enrollment of 2,214—an increase of 1,447. and an
average attendance of 1,434—an increase of 567 over the
The wife of one of the La Paz pastors passed away on
previous year. Wo have 196 full members, an increase of
Friday and we took time from the assembly work to hold
52 over last year, and 60 additional probationers. Finan
her funeral on Saturday.
cially our district is a 10 per cent district, for which we
Each day during the devotional periods the missionary
praise the Lord. Our grand total of offerings amounted
in charge spoke on some "phase of Sunday-school work,
to $2,925.38 and we gave $312.60 to the general church.
and Saturday was something of a Sunday-school work
Our giving has increased considerably this year, and we
shop. Some time was given Saturday to the young peo
feel this speaks well of our fine people.
ple’s and the missionary societies.
As we have now entered this new assembly year, we
Sunday was a tremendous day. From the beginning
are determined to do more for the Lord and our church
we had; a tent pitched in front of the church for the over
in this needy field. There are great problems here, and
flow crowds at night, but on Sunday the tent and the
the devil has a strong hand. Race tension, although not
church basement were full. Attendance was counted
as acute as in the past, is still evident. In order for our
about the middle of the Sunday-school hour with 337
church to do its job here, we must have a strong work
.’u 'Sent. We had planned to have a communion service,
among both the East Indians and the Negroes. We have
b'.;t by the time we got into the morning service we found
a good start in each field. Open doors challenge us and
it impossible for anyone to move because of the crowd.
we must press on. Pray that our God, -who “is able to
A heavy, wet snow had fallen early in the morning but
do exceeding abundantly above,” will give grace and
no one stayed home because of it. With such a crowd
wisdom for the problems, and strength and spiritual
the altar services became very difficult. Sometimes there
power to conquer the new fields for Him.
would be six or eight rows of seekers across the front of
the church. Only heaven knows exactly what was ac
complished. We do know that several new people, living
near the church, found God. The local church in Alto
with two new churches organized. Most of our churches
La Paz is holding an average of over two hundred in
report good revivals and many probationary members.
Sunday school since the assembly.
Our day schools had enrolled 728, with 512 taking final
examinations. New communities are begging for the
Good progress has been made during the last year. One
Church of the Nazareno.
hundred and forty-six new members have been received,
he ninth
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^JacaLamLa
By J. Elton Wood, Cape Verde Islands

By Clyde Golliher, Peru

ast fall we held a sixteen-day revival campaign in
is a small city located in a fertile Andean
the island of Santo Antao. It is only nine miles
valley surrounded by mountains. Near the city three
small streams converge to form the Tingo River, which, away, but it is like nine hundred miles in some ways.
a day’s journey or so downstream, flows into the Maranon.
The young man, Lucas, who was converted in the jail,
For years we have wanted to station a worker in Taca
answered God’s call to preach last summer and was ac
bamba and at last a year ago, sent a young couple fresh
cepted as a student in the Bible school. We took him
out of our Bible school there. Alberto and Luisa Za
with us for his first evangelistic experience, and were
mora are wide-awake and talented. They have caught
amazed at the way one so new in the way could sense
the challenge of this virgin field. When they arrived last
the leading of the Spirit and preach with such under
standing.
November and entered a rented house, they could count
some eight converts who had been saved for years, but
A teen-ager from a cultured Catholic home watched
who had lived isolated from other evangelicals. With this
him preach with tears on his cheeks one night, and ex
small beginning they started services. Both Alberto and
claimed, “This is the first time. I have ever seen men
Luisa are musical and artistic, and attracted the people
who were interested enough in others to shed tears for
to the services with the good singing and the illustrated
their salvation!"
lessons. Best of all, they labored unsparingly visiting
Two other S. Vicente young men were with Margaret
every prospect, whether he lived near or far.
and me, so we had quartets and other special arrange
The other day when I held a service in their living
ments almost every night. We had thirty-three seekers
room, it was packed with brethren. I could but marvel
during the time, and the pastor said there was no way
at what God had wrought. Alberto has kept a careful
to measure the good accomplished, for we preached to a
list of all the converts, and his record shows that in
packed house almost every night, and there was excellent
about eight months nearly fifty souls have been saved.
attendance in the morning services.
They hardly have a service without someone seeking the
The church doesn’t have even a pump organ, so we
Lord for salvation or for a clean heart. These aggressive
took the little portable organ from here and our two
young folk tell us that they expect to have a hundred
accordions. The people sang with such enthusiasm that
saved and active members of the congregation by Christ
tire whole village knew something special was going on
mas. With God's help I believe they will do it!
at the Protestant church.
Victories thus far in Tacabamba have been won only
We got caught in the rainy season, and this is no light
through real battles and much hardship. Up to now, no
matter in Santo Antao, for three swift mountain streams
new converts have been won in the city itself. As is
cut off all exits from the village and we were separated
usual in mountain towns, fanatical elements are very
from the rest of the island for several days. We could
strong. As evidence of this is the fact that we have had
not buy bread and many other items of food because the
to find several different houses in which the Zamoras
people could not get in to the market. This was good
could live. After their living in a house for a few weeks
in another way, though, for neither could the people
or months, fanatical pressure on the owners makes it
leave the village. So they came to church—there was
necessary for the pastor and his wife to move, and find
nothing else to do.
another home. They are now living in a very roomy
We had to wade one of these streams the morning we
house with a large living room well adapted for services,
left, and then walk three mountainous miles to the port
but this is temporary, and the owners want to sell. The
village where we embarked. We were grateful to find
congregation have already started a fund in the hope
ourselves a place on the deck of the native boat, amid the
that, they will be able to buy the house for their per
chickens, sugar cane, banana stalks, and dozens of sea
manent use.
sick people, for we were aboard almost twelve hours!
There are other aspects to the growth of the work in
We were thankful that none of our group was sea
Tacabamba besides the many new converts, which do our
sick, but needless to say we were relieved and happy to
hearts good. It is inspiring to see Alberto and Luisa go
see the lights of S. Vicente that night. ’The boat had made
into every place where a door opens, whether it is fifteen
three other stops to take on coffee, bananas, and more
minutes or four hours away. Often they must travel
passengers. We were sunburned from the broiling sun,
over muddy trails or in the rain, and always on foot.
our lips were parched, and our bodies ached with fatigue,
From the beginning their converts have been taught
but we all called out when we saw the Mostellers’ jeep
tithing, fasting, and prayer, and it shows results in their
coming down the road by the harbor.
spiritual growth. To foster Bible study the pastor gives
One of the young men and I have had malaria since
out a list of printed questions each Sunday, covering the
returning home but we are reminding ourselves of the
next Sunday's lessons. Consequently, from the youngest
words of James, “Count it all joy.” This is all a part
to the oldest, these Christians of a few weeks or months
of the evangelization of Cape Verde!
are ready to discuss the Word of God.

acabamba

T

You may be sure that we are backing Alberto and
Luisa in every way we know how’. Our prayers are
continually with them, and we know you will join us.

We believe that there are literally dozens of such ripe
fields waiting to be possessed for God. Our Bible school
this year has twenty-nine fine young people enrolled,
March, 1955
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several of whom are graduating. Wc trust that every
one of them will be directed to the field where God wants
him, and that they all may feel, with burning hearts, the
challenge of the fields that are ripe unto the harvest.
11
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Elva Reed:
I was born October 17, 1924, in Trenton, New Jersey.
As a child I went to the Methodist church. At eighteen
a neighbor invited me to a Rally Day service at the
Church of the Nazarene. I was impressed by the singing
and the spirit of the church and began attending the
evening services. I soon began to feel my need for
Christ and in April, 1943, I was converted and sanctified
during a revival. A year later I entered Eastern Naza
rene College, graduating later with a Bachelor of Science
degree in education. While attending E.N.C. I met my
husband, who, I knew, felt a definite call to the mission
field. We wrere married June 25, 1948. We began, think
ing and preparing ourselves with the thought of the
mission field in the future as God’s will for our lives.
While my husband was attending Drew Seminary for
four years, we pastured a church in Kearny, New Jersey.
Our prayers became a reality in January, 1954. when we
were appointed to Beirut, Lebanon, to serve in the Bible
school there.

Juanita Porter:

I was bom March 1, 1929, in Telephone, Texas. I thank
God that my parents took me to the Church of the Naza
rene, which in reality became “my” church as I grew
older.
Although the Lord had spoken to me earlier, it was not
until I attended our District Young People’s Camp, as a
junior in high school, that I gave my heart to God and
He saved and sanctified me. While attending Bethany
I met my husband, and felt it God’s will that I should
accept his missionary call as my own. Since that time,
the Lord has confirmed that call upon my heart in many
ways. I graduated from Bethany w’ith a B.S. in Business
Education.
God blessed our home on August 12, 1949, with a boy,
Jerry Duane. The need of the Spanish-speaking people
is heavy upon our hearts, and it is a privilege to serve
God in Puerto Rico.

Donald Reed:
I was bom in Damascus, Ohio, on May 13, 1926. At a
very early age I felt God had called me to preach. In my
early teens I drifted away from the church, but was won
again by an elderly lady who called me on the telephone
and invited me to attend Sunday school. My heart was
hungry and, as Rev. H. Dale Mitchell preached, I was
born again. A few weeks later God sanctified me. In
the summer of 1943, as I was making restitution to a
public officer in our town, Rev. Carl Hanks, then repre
senting Eastern Nazarene College, heard me. He en
couraged me to attend Eastern Nazarene College, which
I did, that fall. A couple of weeks before I left for col
lege. while I was praying, God called me to serve Him on
the foreign field. Over ten years passed before that call
became a reality. I found rest of soul in the conviction
that God could and would open the doors. He did, and
we have found great joy in His service.
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William Porter:
I was bom in Newkirk, Oklahoma, on October 18, 1927.
I first attended the Church of the Nazarene in Raymond
ville, Texas, when about five years old. I was converted
and later sanctified in McAllen. When my family moved
to Houston, Texas. I transferred to the Central Park
Church, where we are still members. While I was a
senior in high school, God called me to preach, and two
weeks later, to preach on the mission field.

After graduating from Bethany in 1950, my wife and I
pastored the new home-mission church in Galveston,
Texas, for a year and a half. Moving to San Antonio, we
served three years in the Spanish-speaking work, pastoring one of the Mexican churches and teaching in the
Spanish Nazarene Bible Institute. I am now happily
serving the Lord and the church in Puerto Rico.
The Other Shee.
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shadows lengthen. It is dusk see members of our own missionary
in the heart of India. The big sun family waiting to greet us!
has just dropped behind the hill. A We stopped for a day of shopping
soft, pinkish glow replaces the blue of in Bombay—hunting bedrolls and bed
the sky. Women are returning home nets, topees, water bottles, and food
for the night after a hard day’s work stuffs. Then we were once more on
in the field. Balanced on the heads of the unforgettable Indian train. Four
some are loads of wood, done up in teen hours later we were in Akola,
long, jagged bundles.
Some carry and the Lees’ station wagon was wait
their babies in baskets on their heads. ing to take us on the two-hour trip to
Tired little children trudge along be Basim, where the rest of the mis
hind. It is good to hear them talking sionaries waited.
and even laughing as they walk along
The beautiful green of the jungle,
the road.
the pools of water standing along the
Buffalo, cows, and goats are coming roadside made us know that “the
too, with the little shepherd boy walk rains had come.” That means that all
ing along behind them, playing his of India is rejoicing, for without the
flute. On his shoulder he carries a rains there is famine-—no food, no
baby goat, too weak, or too little, water—death! It means that lakes and
perhaps, to walk.
river beds, which have been dry and
Birds are flitting here and there, thirsty, are now filled to overflowing.
chattering in subdued tones, fearful, The wide, deep cracks in the hard
it would seem, that they will waken earth are filled with water, and the
others who have already perched scorpions and snakes which hid in
themselves high in the shelter of the them from the burning sun are now
neam tree branches.
washed up in the yards and gardens.
Betty and I are alone. It is Sunday. Trees and hedges have been washed
Already we have come from the eve clean of their heavy coat of dust and
ning service in our Buldana church are fresh and beautiful.
and have had our evening meal—a
Cows are happily grazing on the
nice cheese sandwich, homemade po lovely new grass. Buffalo lie con
tato chips, a piece of lime pie, and a tentedly in the ponds. Birds that a
delicious glass of iced tea. How did short time ago hid in the shade of
we ever get along without our kero even a tiny flowerpot are gaily chirp
sene refrigerators? What a blessing ing as they flit here and there.
they are! Twice today a man has
Vines about the house are pushing,
come from the local hospital for ice
cubes for a patient who is very, very pushing themselves upward—you can
ill. Sometimes there is not enough almost see them grow. Marigolds and
ice for them and us, so we gladly give zinnias are blooming. All nature is
them the ice and we drink the cool vibrating with life. Man and beast
rejoice in the relief from the oppres
water from our water bottles.
Betty and I have been remember sive heat.
In the house, green mold is on our
ing . . . only four months ago we
were in Princeton. Then came the clothing, our shoes, our books, and
heart-tearing good-bys to our beloved even on the walls. Everything is
friends in Florida, Tennessee, New damp.
York—New York with its busy days,
The village homes suffer worse. In
tired, aching feet, and dizzy heads these little houses the roof always
trying to find the last-minute items leaks somewhere. Little rivulets run
that were needed for ourselves and here and there about the floor. Mud
others!
walls melt away. Many people hardly
And then the big steamer to London, know what it means to be dry during
and that swift streamlined “Speed- the rains. They have no umbrellas—
bird’’ to Bombay. What a thrill to only a gunny sack to throw over their
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heads and shoulders, and many do
not have even that.
The rains mean flies; flies mean dis
ease, especially cholera; and cholera
means death/ There are flies every
where. They are on the women's
clothing as they cook their food on
the little mud stoves. They are on
the food as they eat. Even in our
well-screened houses it is impossible
to keep the flies out entirely. Is it
any wonder that almost daily you
hear the beating of drums and the
wild chanting of the crowds as they
take gifts of coconut and other sweets
to their gods, praying to them for
protection from cholera?
Yes—the rains bring blessing, and
cursing; they bring hope, and despair;
they bring joy, and sorrow -yet the
rains must come.
But even in the midst of the won
derful rains, the hearts of many know
nothing but famine. They thirst, they
despair, they search in vain for some
one or something that will satisfy the
famine of their souls. Only as they
hear and understand, and drink of the
life-giving Fountain can they know
real hope and joy.
For a long time we have prayed for
a spiritual monsoon for India, and
now it has come! There have been
nights of prayer, and dense, hard
battles, but, oh, the victories! Resti
tution is made voluntarily, as the Holy
Spirit leads the Indian Christians into
more light. Again and again, they
stand in the services and read a
precious verse of scripture that God
has given them; wonderful promises,
opened up to their eager minds by
the Spirit as they study God’s Word.
Many of them are saved and sancti
fied but they do not rest there; they
are tirelessly seeking others—back
sliders, unsaved friends, or acquaint
ances, or relatives—and bringing them
personally to the services. They lead
them to the altar, pray them through,
and then go out and get someone
else.
The windows of heaven are open
upon India.
Keep praying, won’t
you?
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GENERAL PRESIDENT’S
NOTES

APRIL EMPHASIS

Study and Reading Course
The 1955-56 study is a general
Another mile study of missions. The study book,
stone has been The Master Says Go, by Alice Spanpassed.
Praise genberg, presents the work of mis
the Lord!
sions in twelve interesting powerThe New Guin packed chapters.
ea Offering on
The Reading Course books are as
December 31 to
taled $101,522.83. follows:
1. *And Now—New Guinea—Hardy
General super
intendent
Dr. C. Powers
Hardy C. Pow
2. *1 Will Build My Church—Helen
ers spent several Temple
days on this sec
3. * Gospel over the Andes—Roger
ond largest of the world’s islands. Winans
The government officials received him
4. *David Jones, Ambassador to the
with great kindness.
Africans—J ones
His trip into the interior, the little
5. *Fifty Years of Nazarene Mis
old goat transport plane, curious na sions, Vol. II—Taylor-DeLong
tives throwing clubs and spears at
6. They Reach for Life—John E.
the passing craft, the amazing reward
of a friendly smile, and many other Skoglund
intensely interesting incidents of this
The back outside cover of the April
first Crusade for Souls advance into Other Sheep will be given to a
New Guinea—about all these and description of each of these books.
many other interesting experiences
Encourage Nazarenes to read at
you will soon be hearing.
least three of these books this year.
Rev. and Mrs. Sidney Knox, of Big
Spring, Texas, have been chosen and
appointed to be our first representa
THANK YOU
tives in this newest and latest of all
Thank
you,
districts and local so
our foreign mission fields.
It is
cieties,
for
the
wonderful way you
planned that a second couple will join
sent in the money for the cash Christ
them in the near future.
mas gifts for missionaries. Your gen
Let the prayers of the whole Naza- erous contributions have made it pos
rene church go before these young sible to send a Christmas gift of $15.00
people to be a cloud by day and a each to 376 adults and $5.00 each to
pillar of fire by night to give them 242 children as follows:
light as they go. Reread Exod. 2:9,
“Take this child away, and nurse it Missionaries on field 255
175
for me, and I will give thee thy Children on field
Children
in
States
3
wages.”
Missionaries on
furlough
21
Children on furlough
27
DISTRICT CONVENTION
Retired missionaries 36
BRIEFS
Miscellaneous, includ
ing workers among
Houston—August 24
North American In
The Seventh Annual N.F.M.S. Con
dians and the Mexi
vention of the Houston District con
vened at Houston First Church August
can border districts 64
24, with the district president, Mrs. V. H.
Children
37
Lewis, in charge.
Because of increased vision and in
creased interest in the missionary work,
gains were reported in every part of our
work : a gain of 2 3 n Prayer arid Fasting
members, 10' gain in missionary mem
bers, and increase of $1,692.49 in General
Bmlget giving through tire missionary
society.
Uev. Robert Welirnon, from Nicaragua,
lu-oiigid Challenging messages that were
a blessing to each one.
< mr president was re-elected by a
nearly unanimous vote. A corsage of
pink carnations and a gift of money wore
presented to her.
Mrs. W M. Lynch

Total distributed
376 242 $6,850.00
Scores and scores of letters from the
missionaries are on my desk express
ing thanks for the money received.
I wish it were possible to print them
all; here are a few excerpts:
“The last monthly check has just
come bringing an extra $15.00 for
Christmas. Please convey my thanks
to the N.F.M.S. I am amazed at the
Superintendent of Publicity wonderful treatment we get, and pray
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Department of
Home Missions says,
“Thank you"
The Department of Home Mis
sions and Evangelism at the
meeting of the General Board just
closed (January 10) expressed
special thanks to the N.F.M.S. and
Department of Foreign Missions
for the grant of $2,000.00 from
Alabaster funds for each of the
six overseas home-mission dis
tricts: Alaska, Australia, Hawaii,
New Zealand, Panama, South
Africa (European); and $2,000.00
each for the American Chinese,
American Negro, and the Portu
guese work at New Bedford.

to be made worthy of such con
fidence.”

“I want to thank you with all my
heart for the $15.00 Christmas present
just received. This is the first one I
have received since I’ve entered the
ranks of retired missionaries, and I
assure you it is more appreciated than
any I have received before. Please
convey my thanks to all the societies
who have given so loyally to make my
gift and all other gifts possible.”
“With our salary checks this month
was an addition—which should be
spelled with a capital A—it was addi
tion to our joy and gratefulness but
subtraction from the pockets of you,
our loyal co-workers and our rope
holders. This generous Christmas gift
came early enough to help us to add
to the joy of others over here. The
tithe alone will help greatly in the
work. Please help us express our
gratefulness and appreciation to the
folks at home for this sweet expression
of their love for their Master and
some of His other children.”
“This is to tell you how greatly we
have appreciated the money sent to
each of us. The children enjoyed so
much spending the $5 for each other
for Christmas. Please be sure to
thank all those who had a part in it.”
“Again, we have been so graciously
remembered by the missionary society
at Christmas time with the Christmas
check. We’d like to tell each one who
had a part in it, ‘Thank you,’ person
ally. Since that cannot be done, we
must look to you to do it for us.”
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October,
1954—D is t r i cThe
t
Akron, Northeastern Indiana,
Preachers’ Wives’ Retreat
Alaska, and Australia districts each
June, 1954—Other Sheep Prayer lack only one of having top rating.
Column
The top district percentagewise with
New Guinea Offering passes $101,- regard to members participating in the
000.00. Dr. Powers brings won Prayer and Fasting League is Houston
derful report of the land. Work (1955-56) with 103.4 per cent. Con
ers are chosen.
gratulations. At the six-months point
the Indianapolis District leads in giv
GENERAL N.F.M.S. COUNCIL ing, with $6,085.34 remitted for Prayer
The General N.F.M.S. Council met and Fasting. Southwest Indiana was
December 31 and January 1 in the away out in the lead in the reading
Conference Room of the new Head program with a percentage of 70.7
quarters Building, 6401 Paseo. All (1,948 people reading at least three
members were present except Mrs. R. books).
Through definite prayer for definite
V. DeLong, who was with Dr. DeLong
on a trip down the east coast of South needs, the Lord has answered with
definite results. Revivals, the heal
America.
Reports revealed gains financially ing of sick missionaries, properties
this past year in all the regular chan and building sites obtained are God
nels of giving.
The total raised given results. The church without a
through the N.F.M.S. for General Prayer Chart and a monthly mission
Budget and Foreign Mission Specials ary prayer tinae is missing a blessing
was $1,258,739.64, an increase over the and an opportunity. We urge every
previous year of $139,336.42.
The society to begin by ordering a Prayer
total in hand to date (December 29) Chart now.
Praise God for all His blessings!
on the New Guinea Offering is $101,—
401.43.
The Council voted to put new em
phasis on the Prayer and Fasting
League. If every member of the
League (80,015) had contributed only
25 cents a week, we would have re
ceived over one million dollars
through this channel instead of $312,000.00.
The Alabaster giving has shown a
consistent increase since the first
opening of $75.44 in February, 1949.
God has blessed and inspired our peo
ple until during the last fiscal year
$197,245.45 was placed in Alabaster
boxes.
It was voted to continue the raising
of $10,000.00 for the Spanish Broad
cast, designating July as Spanish
Broadcast Month.
It was the unanimous feeling of the
ALABASTER CORNER
Council that the N.F.M.S. would like
You will be happy to know we have
to assume responsibility for the entire
amount for missionaries’ pensions and fully completed about two-thirds of
medical aid, thus releasing additional the Maternity and Children’s Unit.
This is our first hospital building
General Budget funds for use on the
mission fields. If every active mem with Alabaster money, so we have had
ber would pay his Relief and Retire a cornerstone made which says:

(8)

REQUESTS:
British Guiana
1.
Grove
2.
Beterverwagting
3.
Mahaicony
4.
New Amsterdam
Note: Each of these places needs a
proper location, a pastor, and
a revival.
ANSWERED PRAYERS:
November, 1953, Council Tidings—
God has given us church build
ings in Anchorage, Ketchikan, and
Seward, Alaska. We have secured
a parsonage in Juneau.
December, 1953—O t h e r Sheep
Prayer Column
One of the three needed Aus
tralian preachers has been pro
vided. Pray for the other two.
January, 1954—-Other Sheep Prayer
Column
God has given us property and a
church building in Lourenco Mar
ques, P.E.A. This is a great vic
tory. Keep praying for the per
mits for Rev. and Mrs. Perkins.
April, 1954—Other Sheep Prayer
Column
Guanimar has had a real, Pente
cost-like revival. Scores of peo
ple have been converted. Some
of the converts were immediately
delivered from tobacco and liquor
habits'. They went home and dis
posed of their images. The first
converts went everywhere wit
nessing. Many others were con
verted. several Sunday schools
and preaching places were started.
The little Guanimar church could
not hold the people who came to
worship. Numbers are added to
the group of believers monthly.
Praise the Lord!
May, 1954—Other Sheep Prayer
Column
The list of requests for India was
answered in the great revival God
has so graciously given us. The
answers are as follows:
(1) Chikhli church and school
revived
(2) Rev. S. J. Bhujbal touched
of God
(3) Indian Christians revived and
strengthened
(4)
Inquirers converted
(5)
Laborers provided
(6) Missionaries revived and
strengthened
(7) July, 1954—Revival in Basim
church

March, 1955

ment dues (twenty cents per year)
and 400 of the 3,644 societies would
place one name on the Memorial Roll,
that would take care of the necessary
$32,000.00.
The net membership gain last year
was 8,752 or 8.6 per cent. The total
membership of the N.F.M.S. is now
110,111 (24,684 men).
Fifty-one thousand five hundred
ninety-six people read at least three
books. This brings the general read
ing average up to 46.8 per cent, 3.2
per cent under the 50 per cent goal.
Special honors go to the Hawaii,
Minnesota, Maritime, and NevadaUtah districts. Every church on these
districts has an N.F.M.S. organization.

MATERNITY AND CHILDREN’S
ALABASTER UNIT
1954

Mrs. Tracy is visiting us now and
we plan to have her set the stone
about Christmas time.
We so appreciate all you have done
to help get mission buildings and they
will be used as “unto the Lord.”
Our Indian Christians feel so thrilled
that the American Alabaster boxes
gave us this unit. They gave very
well in their own boxes this year.
We know, from what God has been
doing for us, that the N.F.M.S. has
been praying for India.
Orpha Speicher
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Testament, Brother Morgan gave me the other
day,’ said one of them; ‘well, my grandmother tore
it up and now 1 don’t have it any more.' ‘Never
mind,’ said the other little boy, ‘I’ll go back to
Brother Morgan and get you another one; but this
time you had better hide it, so your grandmother
won’t destroy it.’ Aren’t you glad that you boys
and girls are permitted to go to Sunday school and
read the Bible? Please pray for our boys and
girls in Italy, that they too may hear the Word of
God. Pray that we shall be able to see many,
many mothers and fathers with their little babies
give their hearts to the Lord Jesus.
“Good-by; 1 am
“Mrs. Earl Morgan’’
*******
My Dear Junior Friends,
Here is a nice surprise for you—a letter from
Italy. Italy, as some of you know, is the boot
shaped country in the southern part of Europe.
This letter is from our missionary who lives in
Florence, Italy. Let’s read her letter.

“Dear Boys

and

Girls,

“I am joyfully sending a photograph of little
Rebecca Del Rosso, who is our first Italian baby
to be dedicated in our new building. In fact, she
is the first Italian baby to be dedicated since we
have come to Italy. It is a real joy to know that,
just like our American mothers and fathers who
give their children to the Lord, there are some
Italian mothers and fathers who wish to give their
children to the Lord too. Little Rebecca was a
very good baby during the service. We shall pray
that as Rebecca grows she may feel the blessing
of having been given to the Lord even while she
was very small, and that someday, after she has
grown older, she will serve Him with her whole
heart.
“Of course we were thrilled as we saw our
little Rebecca given to the Lord, but did you know
that here in Italy there are many, many parents
who will not even allow their boys and girls to
come to Sunday school? They are not allowed to
read the Bible. One day in school two little boys
were overheard talking. ‘You know that New
16

If any of you would like to write Mrs. Morgan,
her address is:
Mrs. Earl Morgan
Via Miccinesi, 5B Florence, 434 Italy
Perhaps she could give you the name of a boy or
girl who attends their Sunday school who would
like a pen pal from the United States.
Did you enjoy going on the Bible Treasure
Hunt? If so, perhaps you would like to go on
another one. I must tell you that this one is a
bit long. I hope you don’t get lost. All of these
references you will find in the Book of Luke.
That makes it easier, doesn’t it? Multiply the
number of months mentioned in Luke 1: 56 by the
age of Jesus in 2:42. Now subtract this from
the number of disciples Jesus sent out in 10:1.
Add to this the number of sparrows found in 12: 6.
Divide this by the number of people who saw the
man who had been robbed (see Luke 10:36).
From this figure subtract the number of loaves
in 11:5. Finally, add the number of pence in
10:35.
The Bible tells how Jesus lived
His loving, helpful way,
And teaches me to love and help
In all my work and play.
(M. S. E., Children’s Praises)
I’ll be with you again next month.
Always your friend.
Mrs. W. D. McGraw. Jr.
The Other Sheep

MISSION FIELD STATISTICS—Decem
ber 30, 1954
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Huth E. Gilley

Hourconnais, Illinois
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is evening and the sun is slowly setting. Shadows of the night are gathering. I am
glad I have had one more day in the land of my calling. But there is a heavy weight
of responsibility on my heart. The future is darkly veiled and uncertain for us these
days, and I feel that the day is far spent and the time is far passed. The multitudes are
hungry and, though I be in a desert place, I would not say to the Lord, “Send them
away,” for I know full well that they have nothing to eat.
The words of the Master burn into our souls as we hear Him say, “Give ye them to
eat. Take from your inmost being the sustenance of life and feed them. Go even fur
ther, and be the poured-out wine and the broken bread to the hungry ones!”
What a command! What have we to give? Shall we not waste away as we feed the
hungry?
But the answer to our five loaves and two fishes comes in tones clear and sweet, “Bring
them ... to me.” And then what, Lord? Then “looking up to heaven, he blessed,
and brake, and gave . . . and they did all eat, and were filled.”
What a precious thought that when we become blessed and broken in His hands we
can be food to the hungry! And there is no other way. We cannot feed the hungry by
giving out warm clothing or medicines alone. We cannot feed them by our modern
equipment or our well-laid plans or our organization. We cannot feed them by our
literacy programs or any amount of kind deeds. We can feed them only as we are blessed
and broken.
This breaking comes as we seek to let the mind of Christ be in us, who “made himself
of no reputation, and took upon him the form of a servant.” When we seek to live the
life hid with Christ in God, we see the suffering Saviour anew, and our souls are broken
at the vision of such magnificent love. Then as we move up closer we find ourselves at
His pierced feet, washing them with our tears and wiping them with the hairs of
our heads.
One breaking is not enough to feed the multitudes. It must be a continual broken
ness, and a continual feeding. So we break as we ever give our utmost for Him. We
break as we choose the best instead of the good. We break as we fast and pray. We
break as we become identified with those for whom we would intercede. We break as
we fill in the gaps. We break as we see our inmost souls opened to the Holy Spirit. We
break as we are misunderstood. We break when we are persecuted for righteousness
sake. We break as health fails and sorrows come. We break when we enter Gethsem
ane and when we kneel before Calvary. But in our blessing and our breaking we are
feeding the hungry.
The sun has set. It is dark. India prepares to sleep. O India! Have I been broken
bread to you? Have I fed any hungry soul today? Have I given enough that there may
even be some fragments left over?
This is my task.
t
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